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Abstract: Fenomenon and community problem in government hospital management not aware to wont and need public. Silent, safety and consume satisfaction is fenomenon lack quality care. Goal this research goal for analysis about influence of policy implementation of hospital change institution status to the quality of patient service in Hospital. Kind of research is the quantity design on approach the eksplanatory survey. Research analysis regresi lineer multipel with analysis method validitas product moment pearson exam and reliability exam is alpha cronbach technique to hypotesis exam is path analysis and statistic exam (t). Datum transformation is Skala Likert with measurement the method succesive interval. The population one thousand seventh two person with sample technique stratified random sampling, the instrument research is questioner and interview patien on caunter informan. The result of assuming research that it is anticipated that implementation of change policy of institution status of hospital "X", there is significant influence to quality of service of patient (Y) is 66.31% and the other factor (e) is 33.69%. In the implementation factor is significant to positif influence to quality service is communication (X1) is 0.49%, human resources (X2) is 0.25%, disposition (X3) is 0.32% and structure birocratic (X4) is 0.33%. The conclusion from four factor independen variable (X) is the implementation of policy to quality service patient (Y) to influence and can receive in knowledge. To concept the development in implementation of policy need culture job factor, because every product policy to contac direct with the community as to basic public policy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Health sector development is an integral part of the national development inseparable from human development Indonesia. People in Improving the degree of health and welfare of the community. Until now the assessment of performance and image of the hospital as a community service (public service) The quality is still low. It is still many phenomena and the complaints against the management of hospital services a government impressed not in conformity with expectation and community demands. Comfort, security and satisfaction of patient care is the phenomenon of hospital services a government that showed quality is still low. The government has tried to improve the image of hospital services with policy change issued several regulations and leads on good governance and good clinical governance. But with some times changes in the policy regulations institutional status the hospitals and in the law (Regulations), government regulations (PP), The ministry of health regulation republic Indonesia, starting from Swadana hospital, non-tax state, Jawatan company. And now the financial management of public service could not meet the expectations of service quality and expectations patients at the prime service, independent, efficiency, the flexibility and the productivity in its management. From the results of obsevation reported in the Description of the background above, then researchers make a statement a problem, the implementation of policy change in the status of institutional hospital is not optimal, Is so that necessary efforts to improve the quality of services which meet the expectations of patients Word of problems mentioned above, then the researcher ask questions of the problem of research as follows; How big the influence of the implementation of a policy change in the status of the hospital institution on the quality of patient care.

METHOD
This research explained and analyzed levels of influence independen variable on variables bound dependen variable. The kind of research is using the quantitative design with the approach the method explanatory survey that explains analyze the implementation of influence policies and the institutional changes status hospital on the quality of patient care in hospitals. Both in the partial or whole of factors influence the implementation of this policy. An analysis of the data used in this research was analisis regresi lineer multipel which is followed by using analysis lane (Path Analysis). The validity of testing research instruments so that reliable sahith and reliable. Testing conducted first to collect data that has validity and done reliability high the approach that was undertaken with analyze beforehand to collect the data that has validity and product moment pearson correlation, Which includes steps namely; The determination of correlation value (r) ; rate determination t = calculate ; The withdrawal of the decision rule ; And the criteria for interpretation. Next research would be conducted the approach Alpha Cronbach. To test the reliability, index will show the extent to which an instrument used to measure the same symptoms and is relatively consistent. The ordinal of the level of the measurement of data being the interval with trasformation likert scale of the answer is the answer categories covered consisting of 5 category consisting of the answer: strongly agree, agree, not agree, doesn't agree, very not agree. The answer is adapted to form the questions covered with respondents based on situation and condition factual. The determination of correlation value (r) with the formula as follows:

\[ r = \frac{N(\Sigma xy) - (\Sigma x)(\Sigma y)}{(N\Sigma x^2 - (\Sigma x)^2)(N\Sigma y^2 - (\Sigma y)^2)} \]

Each answer respondents are score, that they would be used for, the measurement of an ordinal the score is used for purposes related to the interval by a method of analysis “Method of Successive Intervals” (MSI) To be processed in quantitative, the ordinal of data transferred to the data in the interval Path Analysis. Technik the sample collection that is used is Stratified Random Sampling, With a population of targets in this research were 1072 respondents in hospital employees. That its status as Perjan Hospital will be turned into PPK-BLU Hospital. That deals with the services provided care of patients ranging from structural officers, the head of
Staff Medics Functional and functional officials as well as total were 962 patients as counter improvement. That there are in the closet pavilion, class I, class II and class III and the room intensif care.

RESULT

[1] The influence of the implementation of policy change in the status of institutional hospital on the quality of patient care in hospitals. Based on the results of research and statistical tests to variable the implementation of policy change in the status of institutional hospital with a symbol (X) Which includes the factors in the communication (X1) with indicator: Transmission, clarity, consistent, resources (X2) With the indicators: staff, information, the authority, facilities. The attitude of managers (X3) with the indicators: behavior, incentives, and bureaucratic structure (X4) with the indicators: standard operating procedure, on the increasing fragmentation significant in the quality of patient care (Y) with dimension i.e. reliability with the standards of service, capability of providing services, undiscriminating service, responsiveness to complaints patient response indicators, response officials provide patient care and expertise, therapeutically communicative with the assurance, and the ability to coordinate the guarantee certainty of service, empathy with ease attention special services and indicators, with the tangibles and facilities Accord to the demands of patients, facilities as standard equipment, the appearance of civil servants and the appearance of room facilities.

Table 1. Recapitulation of test Reliability result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of Policy</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of service</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Matrix inverse of policy implementation correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>X1</th>
<th>X2</th>
<th>X3</th>
<th>X4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>1.488394668</td>
<td>-0.28936</td>
<td>-0.13943</td>
<td>-0.174879879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>-0.289359249</td>
<td>1.939761</td>
<td>-0.62251</td>
<td>-0.310620715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>-0.139427334</td>
<td>-0.62251</td>
<td>1.33308</td>
<td>-0.123707187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4</td>
<td>-0.174879879</td>
<td>-0.31062</td>
<td>-0.12371</td>
<td>1.692872369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The result of test (Fcount and Ftable) Influence of policy implementation toward patient service quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Fcount</th>
<th>Ftable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of policy</td>
<td>43.772</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The influence of factors the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional the hospital to a significant increase in the quality of patient care at the hospital, namely: the results of the study show that the communication (X1) having of closeness that is significant in the process of the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional the hospital, where statistical testing obtained a coefficient 0.4980 lane at the impact the total directly factors communication (X1) to the quality of patient care (Y) = 24.80 % marked has gained support. The results of research and statistical tests is also supporting and relevant to the concept of the implementation of policy Change the status of institutional hospital demanded the presence of the activity of communication with the indicators, namely: clarity scores level 872 (63.118) in the category of being, the accuracy of the scores provided by 65.868) in the category of being, consistent scores level 303 (65.86) is located in the prologue is. This proved that a communication that conducted in the the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional the hospital, either between a determining / decision makers and apparatus institutions implementor a policy change in the status of institutional the hospital, as an effort to concrete has not been as expected desirable to increase the quality of patient care at the hospital. Counter information obtained problem in the process of implementation among other: obscurity messages and interpret wrongly, the accuracy of a message and lacking focus, the consistance the message being delivered, understanding a message is received. Should be getting better and better communication between a doctor with a patient, a nurse with patients, decision makers of the and officers implementor institutions, the more effective also the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional the hospital in the effort to improve the quality of patient care at the hospital. The results of research the resources (X3) showed the closeness that significant in the process of implementation of policy change in institutional status. The results of the statistics obtained the coefficients 0.2563 lane with the influence of total quality of services to patients (Y) is 6.568 %. Marked received positive support. The results of research and test these statistics support and relevant to the concept of the implementation of policy change in the status of institutional hospital demanded the resources to the indicators, namely: staff scores level (66.84 292) in the category of being, the ability of the scores 615 (66.84) in the
category of being, the scores facilities 969 (70.21) is located in the category of good. This proved that resources conducted in the implementation of policy change in the status of institutional hospital, both between the determination and decision makers and city officials and the implementor policy change in the status of institutional hospital, as a concrete not met in accordance with the hope of desired in

Table.5. The result of Variabel test from policy Implementation Toward Service quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Uji t count</th>
<th>t table(5%)</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication (X1)</td>
<td>6.60851</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resource (X2)</td>
<td>2.97903</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer’s attitude (X3)</td>
<td>4.58581</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Struktur birokrasi (X4)</td>
<td>4.12625</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Improve the quality of patient care at the hospital. Counter information obtained to constraint in the process of implementation among others: staff less supportive because they have not understand the purpose and objective as the ability of human resources lacking conformity to the procedures and the system complete services events are not based on standard, non-compliance of facilities. Should be getting better and better a power source in decision makers of the and officers institutions implementor. The more effective institutional status also the implementation of policy change in the hospital in efforts to improve the quality of patient care in hospitals. The results of the attitude (X3) showed the close relationship in the process of implementing a significant institutional change its policies. Test results obtained by the statistics 0.3271 coefficient influence the quality of patient care (Y) as 10.696 %, they received positive support and relevant. The results of research and statistical tests is also supporting and relevant to the concept of the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional hospitals which demands implementing attitude with the indications namely: staff by 347 his score into the category of a good 726 personality his score into the category of a good and the readiness his score 1124 is at good category. This proved that attitude implementation conducted in the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional hospital support either between a determining / decision makers and apparatus institutions implementor a policy change in the status of institutional hospital as an effort to concrete are not being met as expected desirable to increase the quality of patient care at the hospital. Counter information obtained of constraints in the process of implementation among other: the compliance level and do not have belief and trust in, absence of recognition, incentive and support, work does not have high motivation, tendency Implementor, the more effective implementation of policy also change the status of institutional hospital in efforts to improve the quality of patient care in hospitals. The results of research the bureaucratic structure (X2) showed the closeness that significant in the process of implementation of policy change in institutional status. The results of the statistics obtained the coefficients 0.3316 lane with the influence of total bureaucratic structure to the quality of patient care (Y) is 10.997 %, marked has gained support and relevant to facilitate the implementation of service the exercise of service, obscurity structures until the committee said he was rich in a prim, the bureaucrats the lack of synergy in work, the bureaucratic structures little regard for the interests of patients. Should be better as a bureaucratic structures in decision makers / chief executive / implementor, and officers the more effective implementation of policies and institutional changes status hospital in efforts to improve the quality of patient care in hospitals.

DISCUSSION

The government are making efforts to do various a policy change in the status of institutional hospitals to create a quality of services in accordance with their needs and expectations consumers / clients. This study was conducted to obtain information and analyzing the influence of the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional hospitals use 4 factors Edward-III according to the theory as independent variable i.e. communication, resources, attitude executives and the structure of bureaucracy. The quality of service as a dependent variable (output variables) i.e. tangible, empathy, reliability, responsiveness, assurance. Resources and bureaucratic structure as input variables and communication and implementing attitude as a process variable, work culture as a factor to five who will support process to create a quality of patient care at the hospital. The development of the theory of the implementation of public policy, namely the implementation of public policy on the theory oriented according to Edwards III used in this research, hence writers can be said the results of the study on the theory is as a logical consequence of the invention of writing a dissertation this. First the theory of Edwards with four factors it is implemented, people−the communication, resources, the attitude of managers, and the structure of the bureaucracy is an affirmation that reflect on existence of more bureaucratic apparatus as well as government policies and the implementor actor. The second, that theory not yet consider empirical real conditions as the base of the implementation of community policy, especially in people−the attention to the development of other factors working culture where the policy is implemented, any product for any policy which will be implemented, or ascertained rises in direct contact with the community as a base of the implementation stage of it.. Because that is, hence writers may be asserted that in the process of implementation of policy, besides attention and apply to four factors according to Edwards III of the implementation of policy, other factors also need to pay attention to where employees work culture is the product of the policy will be implemented. The results of the research necessary cultural factors working constructed as a model for the implementation of development policy; constituting a norm of the fundamental principle that binds the individuals to behave in a patient care in hospitals. The development of the implementation of the policy the Edwards be construed as the following: the development of
A model of the implementation of the policy that is the culture of labor standards behave as constituting a fundamental principle binding the individual to behave in health care. Institutional dimension: hospitals former times was still be missionaries in a foreign language, it smells the organizational structure and institutional staff on the line since the Dutch colonial era and even during the hospital as a legacy of colonization, there are well known names which retain the war, the hospital because of the leading social services. An institution to be in the office of a director concurrently to provide services. Within the institutional hospitals owned by Dutch government gradually handed over to the government with the activity in a staged manner service, with their working institution for managing the hospital is known his leadership were very disciplined and was very professional that only for the benefit of community service poor or less well-off . Their working attached to employees with the attitudes and behavior do not expect for change, from generation to generation has the habit of and of the nature of and the driving force that be entrenched within a group are running into problems done in the hospital. The concept of their working according to Triguno (1999) is a philosophy appreciate view of life as values that being of the nature, habits and driving force as well as be entrenched in the life of a community groups or organization. Confirmed by Triguno that cultures employment is one component of human qualities very attached to the identity of the nation and become a yardstick the base of development. The dimensions of motivation at the hospital service provider, following changes and challenges as a service industry and the development of service. It is looming on the existence of motivation of the service of patients treated , to respond quickly and right do not know the difference in rank, the group, the tribe, the status of, the economy, religion, but upholds the spirit of tolerance of patient care in a frame of nationalism. Dimensions mentality and morality implementing apparatus policy dimension that is important, in the success of any product measures which would be implemented. Suitability and the ability of duty that have been carried out is in line with the tasks and role of organization and the function of the hospital. Ndrah (1998) has suggested culture of a work as operational is a group of a base mind or mental program that can be used to improve the efficiency of work and cooperation a human being possessed by a community group. Increased capacity and expertise dimensions mentality of implementing reform through training and skills to improve the quality of services in accordance with the development of advanced technological progress and change medicine and the needs of the organization. Carry out work culture had meaning in a very, because it would change attitudes and behavior in accordance with the value of human resources and the norm in the environment. Ndrah (1998) in his research found the correlation between positive and significant cultural organization with the achievement of its employees, among other cultural work of one thing that need attention in improving the quality of service. And morality of implementing reform is an important dimension policy, in determining the success of any product policy will be implemented. Equivalence and the ability of the task have been implemented in accordance with the duty and the function and role of the organization of the hospital. Ndrah (1998) said cultural work. Cultural factors such work is considered important consideration in order the implementation of public policy. Because according to e Marshall (1996) development of the culture of work required of ethics of cooperation that will be playing an effective system work with other parties. Hence not a product when government policy will be implemented experienced the challenges and changes in operational received little support ethics cooperation, in accordance with policy change in the leaders of the cabinet then policies follow him. Based on the results of research and discussion of the previous then things can be summed up as follows: the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional hospital significantly impact on the quality of service. The implementation of policy factors consisting of: communication resources, attitude committee said bureaucratic structure its influence large enough on the quality of service. Out of four of these factors communication factors have the biggest impact, while resources having influence smallest. This proved that the existence of resources shows a condition that has not yet become serious attention from hospital. In this research another factor which complement the implementation of policy concept espoused by Edwards III namely cultural factors of work as the base of the implementation of public policies particularly in institutional hospital. Suggestions that is the development of scientific aspects that can be raised the writer is as follows: deals of this research was conducted using explanatory survey design in quantitative , and more to gain an understanding that deep and comprehensive implementation of the policy change the status of institutional hospital, need to be equipped with research in the design of qualitative analyze more in-depth factors to any other policy implementation. The effort to improve the quality of patient care, requiring support human resources that have the ability, inventiveness and skill in providing services. Empathy / concern employees the room services for providing health services are counted as the family’s brother own, so that needs to be accompanied with the attitudes and behavior that professional based on need and demands patient and or his family. It is deemed necessary to do further research in order to enrich science is the science of public administration, especially the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional the hospital, bearing in mind that there are other factors, namely culture work also influence are permitted successfully the implementation of a policy change in the status of institutional the hospital. Practical suggestions which can be thought writer is as follows: in order to improve the quality of service, the necessary efforts to increase the effectiveness of hospital institutional status of the policy change by increasing the effectiveness of communication, resources, the attitude of managers and bureaucratic structure. Increase communication effectiveness of institutional status in the implementation of
policy change can be done by making hospitals and more types of media communication including with computerized to use technology can be accessed quickly, proper and efficient. The increase in resources done by improving the quality implementor policy, financial support and procurement of information and supporting facilities. Improving the quality sparatut/implmenter policy can be done with the road increased capacity and professionalism of apparatus, through education and training of policy change in status of institutional hospital, as well as proper selection in accordance with the ability and the background of education relevant. The increase in the attitude of managers can be improved by doing the reinvigoration of understanding officials about the importance of policy change in the status of institutional hospitals to improve the quality of patient care. In efforts to encourage an increase in the attitude of officials in support of the implementation of policy change in institutional status needs to be given an award (rewards for reform that really carry out the task of policy change in status institution of hospital. The increase in the structure of the bureaucracy done with more playing an effective role and structure of the organization of the offender independently and not attached to the structural and functional. Then give priority to the team work in improving the effectiveness of the implementation of policy change in institutional status. The increase in other factors that also influence on the effectiveness of the implementation of policy change in the status of institutional hospital, is attention to cultural work as the base of the implementation of policy change in the status of institutional hospital. Attention to this factor, it can be done through increased understanding and officials on implementing policy dimensions, people-the conformity between the ability of officers with the function or duty, provider responsive enough to serve patients and hospitals as an institution held training to improve the ability of implementing reform in accordance with the development and change the status of institutions and hospitals.
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